ADVISORY PLAN COMMISSION
Minutes
Brownsburg Town Hall
61 North Green Street
Brownsburg, Indiana 46112

Monday, February 22, 2021
The Brownsburg Advisory Plan Commission was convened at 6:00 PM with a moment of silence and the
Pledge of Allegiance. A roll call was taken; where upon determination of quorum was found.
Members Present:

Ben Lacey, Richard Miller, Shawn Pabst, Brett Scowden, Matt Simpson and
Chris Worley
.

Members Absent:

None

Also Present:

Jodi Dickey, AICP- Director, Lauren Gillingham, AICP Cand.- Planner I and
Heather Wetzel- Administrative Assistant

C. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES

1. January 25, 2021- Regular Meeting
Motion: Chris Worley made a motion to APPROVE the January 25, 2021 regular meeting
minutes, seconded by Ben Lacey, motion carried 6 In FavorjO OpposedjO Abstained.
D. APPROVAL OF FINDINGS OF FACT AND REPORTS OF DETERMINATION

1. PCCZ-12-20-1865
Greystone PD Amendment
Motion: Matt Simpson made a motion to APPROVE the Findings of Fact and Reports of
Determination for PCCZ-12-20-1865, seconded by Ben Lacey, motion carried 6 In FavorjO
OpposedjO Abstained.
2. PCCA-12-20-1866

Bersot Crossing Commitment Amendment

Motion: Ben Lacey made a motion to APPROVE the Findings of Fact and Reports of
Determination for PCCA-12-20-1866, seconded by Shawn Pabst, motion carried 5 In FavorjO
Opposedj1 Abstained (Scowden).
E. HEARING OF REQUESTS FOR CONTINUANCES

1. None
F. OLD BUSINESS

1. None
G. CONTINUED PUBLIC HEARINGS

1. None
H. NEW PUBLIC HEARINGS
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1. PCMA-01-21-1869
601 E. Main Street Rezone To Cl
A request for a conditional zoning map amendment, to amend the zoning on approximately 0.07
acres of real estate, located immediately behind 601 E. Main Street, from Low Density Multiplefamily Residential (Ml) to Moderate Intensity General Commercial (Cl), for future commercial
development.
Parcels: 32-07-11-450-014.000-016 (parent parcel)

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING
Represented By: Andy Kult, Comer Law Office
Andy Kult described the location of the property and explained his client, Jon Chapman, was in the
process of renovating the property. He had recently purchased acreage from the south adjoiner
and wanted to square up the properties to have that extra area for a storage building.
Lauren Gillingham reviewed the case and said it was a relatively simple rezone to Cl from M1.
Staff met with Mr. Chapman last year and came to the conclusion that he could not add another
accessory storage building to his existing site without cutting off the piece from the Cheek property
which then required a rezone. Ms. Gillingham reviewed the site and stated the .07 acre was directly
behind 61 E. Main Street; technically it was part of 35 and 37 South Odell Street. The request for
rezone was to allow the expansion of his existing lot to accommodate a larger accessory storage
structure. The future land use map calls for Corridor Commercial and Multi-family Residential. Staff
felt the slight redistribution of land uses without introducing a new land use was in line with the
Comprehensive Plan. The Applicant complied with all Staff and TECH comments.
Staff was supportive of the request and had the following conditions:
(1) That the future accessory structure receive all applicable Town permits and approvals.
(2) The approval of the Findings of Fact and Report of Determination by the Plan
Commission.
The Commissioners had no questions or concerns.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING OPENED
Motion: Ben Lacey made a motion to send FAVORABLE RECOMMENDATION of PCMA-01-211869 to Town CounCil, seconded by Richard Miller, motion carried 6 In FavorjO OpposedjO
Abstained.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING CLOSED
2. PCPP-01-21-1870
Town Homes At Wynne Farms Primary Plat
A request for primary plat approval for a fifty one (51) lot subdivision, on approximately 10.60
acres, located on the south side of CR 300 N and east of Hornaday Road.
Parcels: 32-07-25-100-010.000-016

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING
Represented By: Jon C. Dobosiewicz, Nelson & Frankenberger, LLC
Lauren Gillingham told the Commission that she would review the case and then the Applicant
could answer any lingering questions. The request was for primary plat approval for a parcel at
the corner of East 300 North and 800 East on the south side of Brownsburg. It would be a
curvilinear subdivision consisting of a maximum of 51 single-family attached lots across 10
buildings on approximately 10.6 acres. She said the project was unusual as the first Wynne Farms
PD ordinance was written in 2004 under the County. Instead of referring back to the UDO or
other town ordinances, it falls under the 1997 Hendricks County Subdivision Control Ordinance
and the 2001 Hendricks County Zoning Ordinance. As a result, there were minor subdivision
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features that were different. She said the Future Land Use map and Residential Areas Plan
recommended multi-family residential uses and those uses could include town homes, duplexes
and row home. Staff believed that, combined with the existing area and the apartments to the
south, the request complied with the intent of the Comprehensive Plan.
Ms. Gillingham told the Commission that the Applicant complied with all Staff and TECH
comments. She reviewed the preliminary yield plan and stated it would connect to the apartment
complex to the south. She stated they would comply with buffering on CR 300 North. Upon
reviewing all of the materials provided by the Applicant, a review of the site, and the applicable
Town regulations, they recommended the Plan COmmission approve the Primary Plat, subject to
and conditioned upon the following:
(1) The completion of a Staff review and stamped approval of the Primary Plat by the
Director of Development Services.
(2) Final stormwater approval from Wessler Engineering
(3) The submission and approval of a Final Plat with Construction Documents for the
proposed subdivision within three (3) years from the date of the Major Subdivision
Primary Plat approval.
(4) The Final Plat shall be recorded in the Office of the Recorder of Hendricks County prior
to the issuance of any building permits.
(5) The comments and conditions from the TECH Review Minutes, dated 1/14/2021, the
Applicant's Responses, dated 1/25/2021, and the Applicant's most recent Primary Plat
submittal, dated 1/25/2021
(6) The approval of the Findings of Fact and Report of Determination by the Plan
Commission.
Jon Dobosiewicz, Nelson and Frankenberger stated that the Staff's explanation was complete.
They had reviewed the Staff recommended conditions and asked for approval of the primary plat.
Shawn Pabst asked if the roads were going to be dedicated to the Town or if they were going to
be private. Mr. Dobosiewicz said they would be publically dedicated.
Chris Worley asked Staff about the staff report summary of the development standards where
they stated "An important note - as written, the PD requires a minimum lot width of 35' and a
minimum dwelling width of 24'. This is contradictory for inside units that are attached on both
sides because, in those cases, the dwelling width is the same as the lot width. If the original
creator of the PD truly intended for the minimum lot width to be 35', why would they not make
the minimum dwelling width 35' as well? For this reason, Staff is interpreting the Minimum Lot
Width as applying to the entire building, not per individual unit." Mr. Worley asked Staff to
summarize that statement. Ms. Gillingham said the PD stated that town homes and attached
dwelling units were an approved use however for an inside unit the lot width and the dwelling
width would be the same because the lot lines were where it attached to the adjacent lot. Because
of that contradiction Staff took it to mean that the 35' referred to a collection of units and not
necessarily a single unit, otherwise why wouldn't they make them the same. She was not sure
what logic was used and stated it was written under the County.
Commissioners Lacey and Simpson did not have any comments or concerns.
Richard Miller believed they had met all the requirements. He noted that there was a sidewalk on
the parcel to the north that did not appear to connect into the new sidewalk. He asked Staff if
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there was any plan to make that connection for safety purposes. Mr. Dobosiewicz said they would
look into that and see if there was a way they could bridge that gap.
Brett Scowden asked Staff about their analysis where it stated, "Each unit will include a garage
and ... " and asked what else was supposed to be listed there. Ms. Gillingham said it was supposed
state that each unit would include a garage and patiO.
Mr. Scowden noted lots 11 and H5 seemed to go into the Pollard-Todd regulated drain easement.
Nathan White replied that they already received primary approval to reduce the easement, the
easement would be there but the houses would not be in the easement.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING OPENED
Motion: Chris Worley made a motion to APPROVE PCPP-01-21-1870 subject to and conditioned
upon Staff Recommendations, seconded by Shawn Pabst, motion carried 6 In FavorjO OpposedjO
Abstained.
ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING CLOSED
The Commission decided to hear PCCA-01-21-1873 first and then returned to PCCZ01-21-1871 as recorded below.
3. PCCZ-01-21-1871
Musselman Conditional Rezone To PD
A request for a Conditional Zoning Map Amendment to rezone the property from the Hendricks
County Agriculture Residential (HC AGR) district to the Planned Development (PD) district to allow
for future residential development, on approximately 54 acres, located at the east side of South
Green Street, south of and adjacent to the B & 0 Trail and north of County Road E 300 N.
Parcels: 32-07-23-300-011.000-016, 32-07-23-300-011.000-015, 32-07-23-306-001.000-016,
32-07-23-300-012.000-015, 32-07-23-300-001.000-015 and 32-07-23-300-003.000-015
ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING
Represented By: Jonathan Isaacs, MI Homes
Mr. Scowden reminded everyone that the Advertised Public Hearing for PCCA-01-21-1873 was still
open. Jodi Dickey told the Commission that Staff would like to go first on cases to give the
Commission a general frame of the petitions that were being heard. It gave the audience a bit
more knowledge of what types of petitions the Commission heard and how there were different
cases, some of them stay in the Plan Commission and others went on to the Town Council. She
felt it would be helpful if Staff gave a brief overview of petitions first so it was framed for the
members and the audience, and then the petitioner could come up and speak to the specifics.
Ms. Dickey stated PCCZ-01-21-1871 was a rezone and rezone proposals required public hearings.
The Commission may forward a favorable, unfavorable, or no recommendation to the Town Council
and could include recommendations or commitments for Council consideration. Ms. Dickey said
Staff was supportive of a positive recommendation. If the zoning was approved, the project would
be required to go through annexation and Plan Commission approval so they would see this project
again. Ms. Dickey introduced the proposal to the Town Council at the January 28th meeting; again
this was a new procedure to help fully streamline projects as they come through the Town Council
since they would ultimately decide on rezones. This way they could hear what was coming before
them, make comments and it was also out in the public venue earlier. Ms. Dickey said there were
general comments at the January 28th meeting; they were happy to be getting increased trailhead
parking, they felt it was a good thing that the park would be fronting Green Street and would be
more visible, and there were some general questions on home value.
Ms. Dickey explained that the existing W. Wynne Farms PD impacted a portion of the overall
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proposed development. The Town owned property was currently slated as Parks and Open Space
and some of that was going to continue to be parks and open space and the exchange of the new
land would then be dedicated for the public park. The whole property was about 53 acres. The
Future Land Use map recommended single-family residential and parks and open space, and that
was exactly what the proposal was for. She reviewed the site location with the B & 0 Trail to the
north, Bersot subdivision to the east and the apartment project just to the south. She said the
petitioner's proposal was to develop single-family residential with attached and detached products.
The concept plan showed which areas were going to remain park. The south park was part of the
original W. Wynne Farms PD open space and would remain a park. There would be a pedestrian
access from CR 300 and the main access into the site was off S. Green Street. There was a road
connection into the Bersot subdivision off an existing stub road.
Ms. Dickey said for a rezone petition state statute required the Commission to pay reasonable
consideration to five criteria: the comprehensive plan, the current conditions and character in the
district, the most desirable land use in the zoning district, conservation of property values
throughout the jurisdiction and responsible development and growth. Those were the criteria that
needed to be discuss during the decision making. Again, Staff was supportive of a positive
recommendation to the Council.
The Applicant Jonathan Isaacs stated he was the Land Acquisition Manager for MI Homes which
was located in Indianapolis. With him from MI Homes was Tim Westerfield, a land acquisition
partners. Also with him was Jim Shinaver, an attorney for Nelson and Frankenberger and Jon
Dobosiewicz, a land use professional with Nelson and Frankenberger. Mr. Isaacs stated they
started looking at the property in the spring of 2020 when the Musselman property became
available for sale. He said if the Musselman property would have been available in 2014, developer
Chris White might have had a different land plan and strategy with the park area that that the
Town ended up with. Mr. Isaacs said the property was adjacent to Bersot Crossing to the east,
LaCabreah Apartments to the south, opposite on Green Street to the west was Hope Church and
a nursery. The property was just south of the B & 0 Trail and they were excited to have the access
to the B & 0 Trail. That would provide for a different living experience than anything that was
there before. He mentioned that when Bersot Crossing went in, the area was an old railroad
corridor and had not been thought of as a trail nearly 20 years ago when Bersot started. Housing
preferences had also changed over that time period as well.
Mr. Isaacs said they looked at the Musselman property and noticed that the adjacent Town
property had a long skinny tail that went down to CR 300. If that were to be developed as a park
there would be a roadway between the apartments and Bersot Crossing through the woods into
the park area. They felt it was there was a better option, from a partner perspective and from a
land development perspective, and then approached the Town. Early on in their land planning
they tried to identify if there was a way to masterplan the park ground with the Musselman piece.
They worked on several different layouts and the most recent layout was included in the
Commissioners packet. He reviewed the site plan showing how they would come in off of Green
Street with a common roadway that would separate them from the future park with town homes
along the southern border. The townhomes would wrap around the park and along the B & 0
Trail. The interior homes were single-family detached units. They were a new design; the garages
would be recessed far behind the back of the home about 25 feet so as you drove the streetscape,
the garages would not be a prominent feature as you drove through the community.
Mr. Isaacs showed exhibits with the current ownership of the Musselman property and the current
ownership of the Town property and how the land would look after the swap and development.
Pre-swap there was 13.4 acres of ground for the park and post-swap the Town ended up with
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25.1 and MI Homes ended up going from 21.7 to 27 acres. There was a difference of 5.2 acres
between the land swap. That was something they would work with the Council on, there would
be appraisals and values would be assigned. Discussions have included payment that could be in
the form of in-kind contributions to help develop the park, and so forth. There would be a value
that was added to the Town by developing portions of the park, while that might not be a full
development of the park, it might be infrastructure that helps the Town later in the future.
Mr. Isaacs discussed the development standards that were being applied and why they needed
the PD. Typically they were dealing with single-family attached which meant it was for sale. Under
the building code you were allowed to build single-family attached units in any number of
connectivities and still build under the 1- and 2-family code; town homes fit into that parameter.
The properties would be sold as single ownership just like a single-family detached residence.
When they looked at the Town code, Ml was the closest requirement that required a building to
be on a lot that was 110' wide in width. It did not contemplate how you would do ownership slices
and was geared towards multifamily more like apartments or a rental situation. That was how they
came to the PD scenario as there was nothing within the UDO. They looked at all of the standards
and came up with the standards for the community. They pushed the driveways further back and
brought the front porches towards the street, which precipitated the PD standard.
Mr. Isaacs told the Commission that they had a neighborhood meeting two weeks ago and invited
everyone that was required to receive legal notice for the hearing. There were over 200 mailed
notices that went out to adjacent property owners (everyone within 660' of the project area). They
had eight homeowner groups represented and probably 12 people in the room, many of whom
where there tonight. At the end of that meeting they spoke with Mr. Moneymaker who lives in the
north corner adjacent to where the town home units would be. Another neighbor, Mr. Scutt, was
concerned and MI would continue his buffering as well as reconstruct a fence that was existing
between him and the Musselman Farm area. Then for the people in the Bersot Crossing area they
would provide buffering between single family and what the Ml district required and described
what areas would receive what type of buffer. That was added to the PD after the neighborhood
meeting and was also provided for in the staff report from Ms. Dickey.
Mr. Isaacs said they found out there was a conservation easement written towards protection with
the DNR which was partially next to where the bridle path was supposed to go along the B & 0
Trail. MI worked to reconfigure that street to stay out of the conservation easement, that resulting
in squeezing the townhomes in the middle. They have asked for a decrease in the building
separation from 18' to 15' for the townhomes in that area.
Mr. Isaacs showed representations of the single-family homes reminding the Commission that the
garages were recessed about 20' behind the building line of the front of the house. As a result the
front of the house would be the predominant feature. There were a lot more architectural detailing
than what was provided. Everyone has some kind of a front porch. He also showed other
decorative trim details. He showed representations of what the town homes would look like. There
were three varieties which would occur randomly throughout the townhome area.
He said the townhomes would run somewhere from $225,000 to $275,000. The single-family
homes would run between $265,000/$272,000 to a little over $300,000. They were predicting that
the average sales price for the singles would approach $290,000. That was based on the buyer
profile which included the interior spec finishes and the current state of the housing market.
Richard Miller mentioned the partnership and the land swap and ask if the Town was only getting
compensated for five acres and there were no other amenities being provided. Mr. Isaacs said
they could not put a dollar amount to it today as they were still having those conversations with
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the Parks Department. There was land value and there was also some intrinsic value and land
development costs that they would incur where the Town would benefit. They could not quantify
what that number was until there was a final plan. They would come up with some ideas of what
it would have cost to do certain drainage or roadway improvements for the Town that would add
more value than just the different land sizes. There were also impact fees and other in-kind
contributions that might occur. They were talking about doing the path that normally would have
been on the perimeter of their neighborhood along Green Street that would go up to the parent
trailhead. Mr. Miller said he was not looking for the exact dollar amount but making sure other
some other interesting items would be considered.
Mr. Miller said conSidering what the neighbors had said and the fact the area was originally planned
for a park or green space, was there any consideration for aligning the trail up the property line
along the existing homes to create a buffer as a compromise if the residents were interested. Mr.
Isaacs said they were looking at options to meet different needs. There was room to pull those lot
lines back and have the common area run up there. They did talk about that with the Parks
Department early on. Sometimes it was worse to put a path in somebody's yard because now you
were inviting the general public up a path right into their backyard. If that was something they
would want MI was open to looking at that.
Mr. Miller had general comments, he would like them to save the trees around the detention pond
in the existing wooded area. He would also prefer there was only one entrance by the B & 0 Trail,
that area could get congested especially with the crosswalk and people going into the nursery. He
recommend eliminating the existing entrance and making a new one for safety reasons.
Mr. Miller asked Staff about the Land Use recommendation of single-family detached. Ms. Dickey
said there was a component of single-family residential and open space in the same area. It was
hard to tell exactly where the lines fell.
Matt Simpson asked what the average age point was for the townhomes based on the other
additions the Applicant had. Mr. Isaacs said it was a wide variety of buyers. A lot of times it was a
young empty nester couple willing to take stairs but done maintaining yards. He had seen people
in their early 20's up into their 60's who had bought town homes in their other neighborhoods.
Mr. Simpson said the Town was looking for younger residents to move into town and trying to pair
it with activities. He thought the location by the B & 0 Trail would be a good thing. Mr. Isaac said
the single- family catered more to that younger generation and the town homes as well. They were
hearing that the millennia I group wanted small lots, high-end quality finishes and did not want to
be married to yard work. He felt that was where the market was headed. He believed the millennial
parents and the baby boomers wanted the same thing.
.
Mr. Simpson asked how the price point compared to Bersot Crossing. Mr. Isaac said research of
the existing housing stock in the Brownsburg area and specifically Bersot Crossing showed there
were 11 to 12 homes that had sold in the last 18 months in Bersot Crossing and they ranged from
the $200,000 to $290,000-295,000.
Ben Lacey asked about the models homes ranges and said he thought it was a rage of $265,000$300,000. Mr. Isaacs said that was for single families and the multi-family was $225,000-$260,000.
Mr. Lacey asked how long the Musselman property had been on the market. Mr. Isaac was not
sure how long it was on the market before they talked to them but guessed it was less than six
months. He said they were under contract in April or May.
Mr. Lacey said he, too, was concerned about safety with the railhead and parking.
Mr. Lacey said if they decided to do the paved trail he recommended they take a survey of the
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homeowners that would be impacted there because it would bring more foot or bicycle traffic.
Chris Worley said the Commission had recently had a history of when they considered
developments for a PD they always the questioned what was the unique factor. He felt the proposal
certainly did have unique factors that would qualify them for a PD. One question he did want to
ask Staff about was buffering with the adjacent neighborhoods. He asked Staff to confirm if the 2
point and 4 point buffering was appropriate. Ms. Dickey said it matched the buffer yard metrics in
the landscape ordinance. Mr. Scowden followed up on that and asked how many plantings that
was per 100 lineal feet for both of those. Mr. Isaacs it would be roughly five to six per 100 lineal
feet. If it was all 0.5 it would be four trees for the 2 and eight trees for the four. Shawn Pabst said
he had the same question and appreciated the clarification.
Mr. Pabst asked if the adjacent residents were aware that efforts had been made to buffer them
from the proposed property. Mr. Isaacs said he had talked to a few. He did not get to talk to
everyone that attended the meeting.
Mr. Pabst asked if the townhomes were maintained by the owners or if there was an HOA that
maintained the exterior of those properties. Mr. Isaacs replied that the exteriors of the townhomes
would be maintained by the homeowners association. Part of the dues they paid every month
would go towards certain common area and exterior maintenance. There was an exhaustive list in
the covenants that would state what the homeowners' responsibility was and what the HOA's was.
Mr. Pabst noted that the homes seemed similar to the Green Street village homes where the
garages were set back farther in the rear.
Brett Scowden asked what percentage of 27 acres was going to be open space. Mr. Isaacs said
there was the pond area in the middle. He did not have an exact answer. Mr. Scowden said they
required open space as part of the Planned Development process. What had been stated over and
over again was that the property that would belong to the park was being used as open space for
this development which was odd to him/ that open space was on separate property and not owned
by them. Ms. Dickey said that page 11 of the PD stated the minimum open space was noted as
being 30%. Mr. Scowden said that included real estate that was owned by the Town/ it would be
like him claiming the park next door as his own open space. Mr. Isaacs said there was property
value that was part of the equation that they did not have today. The Musselman piece was 24
acres along Green Street adjacent to the park trailhead for the B & 0 Trail. That was a lot of road
frontage that would have significantly more value than the ground that the Town owned which
was internal with a long skinny strip. Once the appraisal came back/ that would be one part of
that equation. As a public-private partnership everyone brought something unique and beneficial
to that development/ in this case it was ground that the Town had which was likely more suitable
for residential purposes and the area adjacent to Green Street might be more suitable for a park
area. All of this area that was public park was retained as open space and they developed a
neighborhood that was somewhat defined within that park. That was why they wrote the PD with
the percentage of open space of the entire real estate. Otherwise there might not be a mutual
benefit to be achieved if there needed to be extra open space within another area that was just
private to the homeowners association. Ms. Dickey said the UDO would require 15% open space.
Mr. Scowden confirmed that was for both single-family and multifamily. He said that was one of
the reasons he asked what percentage was from the Musselman property, to see if it reached that.
Mr. Scowden referenced the UDO Planned Development districts and maintenance of open space
and questioned who maintained the open space/ the applicant developer and Owners Association
or a municipal or public corporation. He was just trying to figure out who maintained the open
space and were they maintaining the open space that was within the Musselman property too. Mr.
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Isaac and Mr. Scowden disagreed if the municipal or public corporation would also include a
municipality. Mr. Scowden was just trying to figure out who maintains what. Jon Dobosiewicz,
Nelson and Frankenberger, stated the Town would not maintain common area in the subdivision,
the Town would maintain the park space and the ground that they retained ownership of, the
neighborhood association would maintain the common areas internal to the site.
Mr. Scowden asked if they potentially would be losing some trees to put in drainage. Mr. Isaacs
said they did not know exactly what the drainage requirements were going to be. They did know
that some of the area drained down to the wooded area and ultimately outlet towards the
apartments. The engineer has placed the pond as a placeholder. They have talked about finding
a better location for that somewhere else outside of the woods. The goal would be not to disturb
the woods to the best of their ability. There may do other things adjacent to that path area such
as other trails through the woods but that would be up to the Parks Department. They had to
accommodate for some drainage to go to generally the lowest spot. Chances were there were
lowland areas where the trees were now.
Mr. Scowden asked about the landscaping standards in the PD and asked for confirmation that
they were amending it so that the new landscape buffer yard planting would be required between
the areas within the real estate into along the north, east and south perimeter of the real estate.
Mr. Isaacs confirmed saying they spoke about that earlier and had provided staff with the
modifications that added the permanent landscaping that he shared a little while ago.
Mr. Scowden said the Applicant had a statement about preventing fires and using fiber cement
material but wood was still listed as exterior siding. Mr. Isaac said they would use Hardy board or
fiber cement siding as the predominant siding material. He would not mind if they struck wood
out. Mr. Scowden said it also appeared in another location. Mr. Isaacs said there was some fiber
product that was backed by a wood underlayment so as long as they were not overly restricting
which type of overboard could be used, that could be removed.
Mr. Scowden asked about overhang numbers and said for the detached homes it was 12 inches
or 8 inches and then for the town homes it was 11 or 8 inches. Mr. Isaacs said 11 inches was not
a normal nomination in building. The standard was 12 inches and with brick it would be 8.
Ben Lacey did not know if they had come to an agreement yet but asked who was funding the
equipment and things like that in the park area along Green Street. Mr. Isaacs said they had not
determined that yet. Once they came back together with a more solidified plan and could start
putting real numbers to the cost of a parking lot, trails, grading, seeding, and see what was left.
Mr. Lacey said it was a great use of the space, especially for that corridor coming into town from
the south, to see a park along Green Street. He was interested in the details. It would be nice if
they had the total cost and who was doing what as that did impact their decisions. Mr. Isaacs
said it was a bit of a moving target but they did have a spreadsheet that they would share with
the Town's cost, shared costs and MIS's cost. The shared cost was probably going to be MI cost.
Once they got the appraisal back they would have all the information they needed.
Mr. Worley said Staff noted there would be a representative from Shrewsbury available to discuss
the traffic study and asked the representative to summarize the report. Mark St. John with
Shrewsbury and Associates conducted the traffic impact study for the Town. They looked at South
Green Street and Thornburg Parkway, the existing two-way stop, the existing roundabout at 300
north and South Green Street, and the two-way stop at 300 North and Odell Street. He said the
site traffic added a minimal amount of traffic to all in the peak hour. Their recommendations
included left and right turn lanes at all site development driveways as part of the PD development.
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Right turn lanes were required per the construction standards. Left turn lanes were required
because they met warrants outlined in the INDOT design manual. They also recommended the
main subdivision approach have a right turn and a left turn lane constructed instead of a single
exiting lane. They also had a recommendation for the existing roundabout at South Green Street.
It was kind of a unique configuration. Currently, the north and south approaches had two entering
lanes and one exiting lane. It looked like it was constructed such that it could be expanded pretty
easily to be a full dual lane roundabout. They were recommending that be made regardless of the
development. It was a problem in the future even before this development came in.
Mr. Miller noticed the executive summary said the study contemplated 80 multifamily units instead
of 100. Mr. St. John said they could revise their report but did not feel it would have any impact
on the level of service results or recommendations.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING OPENED
Mr. Scowden opened the advertised public hearing and asked that people keep their comments to
the five criterion they were considering: paying reasonable regard to the Comprehensive Plan,
current conditions and the character of the current structures and uses in each district, the most
desirable use for which in each district was adapted, conservation of property values throughout
the jurisdiction and responsible development and growth.
Cindy Hohman, 15 Tyler CourtMs. Hohman noted the Applicant referenced that there was an Amazon fulfillment center south of
the property and said that was actually Amazon Self-Storage facility. Ms. Hohman said the fact
that that Applicant wanted to use the Parks property as 50% of their open spaces was ridiculous.
She said when you thought of single-family attached it was usually two units; these were four
units and would be better suited as multifamily residential. The Applicant said they wanted to be
a PD because it did not easily comply due to the unique shape and she felt there was not a unique
shape. The minimum lot area was 5,500 square feet versus the 9,000 seen in an R3. There would
only be a front setback of 15 feet, except for the garages which would be back 25 feet. Lot
coverage would be 55% and the minimum square feet would be 1,400 in a two-story home. Ms.
Hohman said 1,400 was what was normally seen in ranches but these were all two stories. Ms.
Dickey said that the property fell somewhere between R3 and Traditional Residential and Ms.
Homan said that equaled an R4 and the Town rejected R4 zoning when it came up in 2019.
She reviewed the criterion and how the proposal failed to meet them. She felt it did not qualify as
a PD as there were too many buildings. This would be an R4 next to an R3 and they would be
charging more for smaller homes and smaller lots. The most desirable use would be a park and
not an R4 neighborhood. The property values of those in Bersot Crossing would be affected by a
having neighborhood next door versus a park. It was not responsible development and growth to
have such small lots that were R4. She did not believe developers when they said people did not
like yard work and wanted smaller lots. She felt the Commission had to reject the proposal.
David Weyant, 721 Shagbark CourtMr. Weyant was concerned about how much green space was actually in the development since
they were including the park property. He was also concerned about the 15 foot side yard setback
between the attached single-family units and that sounded like less greenspace. He reminded the
Commission they needed to consider the adjacent property values and the quality of life in the
general area. There could be fewer homes which would allow for greater green space. He thanked
Ms. Hohman for her discussion and asked the Commission to please keep in mind the commitment
that the Town made to the Bersot people in regards to what they were expecting to go there.
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Ben Hanzlik, 539 Heartland LaneMr. Hanzlik stated he appreciated the neighborhood meeting with MI Homes and said they
answered a lot of questions. He was concerned with the sheer small size of the homes that were
going there. They said it would give the area an urban feel and that was not what he wanted in
that area and felt that it was not what should be consider for Brownsburg. He heard multiple times
mention of parking for the B & 0 Trail and understood there was a small lot that got full very often
but Parks was already building additional parking for a planned park off 300 down towards Ronald
Reagan; there would be an additional parking lot with an additional trailhead. It did not make
sense just to swap land for a parking lot, because that was the only thing proposed at this point.
Mr. Hanzlik said the largest home single-family detached home would be 2,000 square feet and
on a very tiny lot 10' from its neighbor. When they asked about lot sizes in the neighborhood
meeting, MI would not share that information. He asked the Commission to consider the people
in Bersot Crossing. They made an investment in their home and this would have implications.
Rusty Scutt, 3245 North State Road 267Mr. Scutt said not everyone was worried about homes being built there, instead it was the size
and the distance between them. There were no other homes in Brownsburg like that. While only
nine people showed up to the neighbor meeting it was because they counted on the Commission
to make the right decision for the Town. He did not think this was right for Brownsburg. He wanted
to see bigger homes. He did not agree with the demographics cited; he could not see millennia Is
buying a $300,000 home. He was also concerned about the distance between the homes and said
it would be a fire hazard. The Town was growing exponentially. They did not need Broad Ripple
in Brownsburg. He appreciate MI Homes working with him and said they offered to build him fence
but felt the proposed homes were too small.
Karen Hurt, 6921 Donnelly DriveMs. Hurt lived on the other side of 267. As a neighborhood they were glad to see that residential
was being considered as the area was primarily single-family owned aside from apartments area.
She was not against the land swap but felt MI came up with a zoning district for things that did
not quite fit. The builder was taking the lowest Brownsburg standards, R3 and Ml and sort of
putting them together but the Unified Development Ordinance specific standards such as lot sizes,
home widths and setbacks were being thrown out the window. While she did desire a good park
she felt they should develop and adhere to standards, she felt the builder should be asked to go
back to table and make it up to par to the Town standards.
Jonathan Isaacs came up to address the remonstrator comments. He said many of the residents
talked about lot sizes, attached units and this not being what Brownsburg was looking for. He said
from his perspective they did a PO to have a unique development opportunity on a piece of
property that was a little more unique because of the opportunity for a land swap. They could
have taken the easy road and developed the 24 acres on Musselman but took a more difficult and
longer road to get to the table and try to create a partnership. From a density perspective, from
the whole 50 acres, it was 2.4 units to the acre. If it was just the 24 acres of Musselman that
arguably could have been a town home development, it could have been eight units to the acre on
24 acres which was significantly higher density than the 2.4 proposed. That creates the opportunity
to maintain open space. The park area would be a passive recreational facility. The open area
along Green Street was large enough to have a soccer field or a baseball field but Parks was not
planning on using it for an organized scheduled area for sport leagues. It was for practice facilities
and opportunities or for people to have their own pickup games and things like that.
Mr. Isaacs said they were not building these homes in Broad Ripple. The homes were a new
configuration with attached garages to the side. As far as the 10' of separation, single-family
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homes all had the garages attached to them. So from a garage to the home next door where the
garage would be adjacent to the home would be 10'. The living area was significantly higher and
there would be about 25' between living area to living area. The garages would be recessed further
back from the back of a home. It was a very small portion of the house that had that 10' separation.
As far as a PD, in this case the Town zoning ordinance did not meet the criteria of what MI wanted
to do and that was why they created a PD. The PD becomes an ordinance itself that provides for
the standards for that development to be permitted. Mr. Isaacs said it should not be compared to
an R3 or even to a Ml. As far as single-family attached, those were not considered multifamily
because that was how the building code was written. As far as Comprehensive Plan and the
perspective of the highest and best use for this property, it was all single-family and was all
ownership. There was there opportunity to create and maintain the open space and put it in a
better place than what the Town currently owned. As far as character went, he believed the homes
they were developing had architectural character and charm to them. They would have a sense of
community interconnected to the park and into the B & 0 Trail. Home size and lot size did not
always dictate property value; value was based on what the customer chose what they wanted to
see in a home including interior elements as well as architectural character.
Mr. Scowden brought up Exhibit G, Signage and said MI was lessening what was in the UDO and
asked how that played into the intent of the Planned Development. Mr. Isaacs said that was for
the model home language. Mr. Scowden said it changed what was in the UDO and one of the
regulations of the Town's Planned Developments was that any lessening of the required standards
of the UDO shall be directly linked to the intent of the Planned Development. He was trying to see
what advantage was owed to MI versus whatever single-family homes or town homes might go in
someplace else. Mr. Isaac believed there were requests in the past that used similar language for
model home signage. In the industry they all used a very similar package. He acknowledged some
builders liked to push the envelope a little bit but there was certain signage they put adjacent to
the front doors, above where the garage doors would be or the entry to the model home area.
That was consistent with what they had done in all their model areas as part of their branding.
Mr. Scowden asked if that would give MI an advantage over someone who was using straight
zoning. Mr. Isaac said he did not think it was an advantage, it was about being able to provide the
customer the experience and the information they needed as they came in.
Mr. Scowden invited the remonstrators to speak again for one minute.
Cindy Hohman said when someone moved into the neighborhood they would not know that they
were only 10' apart from their neighbor unless they already saw two houses next to each other.
David Weyant was not sure what the median home price was for the development. There was a
minimum mentioned in the packet and there had been some discussion as to what the largest
might be. But if you took the 1,500 square foot two story and averaged their high point of $300,000
that was $200 a, square foot and he thought that was unrealistic. No one was paying that even in
Northridge and Wind ridge. He said the remonstrators were there for quality of life and property
values and the developer was there to make money and leave. Town Council President Travis
Tschaenn mentioned he was concerned about the Town's tax base and use of Planned
Developments at a working session that past Saturday. Mr. Weyant knew that was a long standing
concern for Commissioners Brett Scowden and Chris Worley. Mr. Weyant said there were many
problems and questions about this PD and suggested that the Commission vote this unfavorably.
Ricardo Seucharan, 543 Heartland LaneMr. Seucharan questioned putting in a park next to Green Street which was a busy road. He said
they would need a large berm or something to stop kids running off to the street and that would
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take up usable space from the park and how much would be left. He said there were no other
Brownsburg Parks on main roads; all of the busy parks were tucked in somewhere such as Arbuckle
Acres. If there were any events at this park there would not be enough parking.
Rusty Scutt echoed Mr. Seucharan's concerns with 267 noting that there had been many accidents
on that road including a recent fatal one where the park area would be. He said he has replaced
at least 30 mailboxes at his own place. He felt 267 needed to be widened. He asked the
Commission to think about what the people living in Bersot were saying, they bought a nice home
and could be looking into their backyard and seeing three homes.
Mr. Scowden asked the Commissioners if there was any further discussion or questions.
Ben Lacey vocalized that he was still hung up on criteria #4, conservation of property values
throughout the jurisdiction. He was concerned about the home size, lot sizes and dimensions. He
did not feel that the price points added up. That was one of the criteria he could not make work.
Matt Simpson asked if they knew when the appraisals would be coming back to put a price on the
land. Mr. Scowden said it would likely be a couple of weeks.
Shawn Pabst said he felt different, if they were selling a smaller product for more money, wouldn't
that make his property worth more because it was larger on a larger lot. Playing devil's advocate,
if they built $300,000 - $400,000 homes next to it, it made their property much more valuable.
Richard Miller said that you could look at property values from both points. He was looking at
criteria #2, compatibility with the current conditions. It was a tricky area where they were trying
to transition from R3 to the larger apartment complex. He felt there could be a better layout to
make the transition between the two. There were 9 or 10 lots in the proposed single-family
detached next to 5 lots in Bersot Crossing. There were townhomes adjacent to Bersot Crossing.
He felt there was a good solutions but did not think this was the best option for the layout.
Chris Worley said with everything they had read and studied, they were seeing the trend of
developers wanting smaller lots. He thought you could do well done residential areas next to well
done park areas and property values could go up. Along with Mr. Miller, he was still wondering if
this was a good development. He was still thinking about that.
Mr. Scowden said most of those who spoke did not think the land swap was a bad project; it was
the size or the product had some concerned. He had to consider the current conditions and the
character of the current structures and uses. He understood both sides too. If you were putting in
a town home at $300,000 and his house was currently $250,000, what would that take his house
value too? Mr. Scowden said they had not seen any evidence what this type of product might do
to the surrounding neighborhoods. He said he still had concerns about the open space.
Mr. Miller asked Staff what the status of the Parks plan was for this property. Ms. Dickey said she
did not know if the Parks Department had formalized plans for the site yet. Mr. Miller said seeing
how that open space would be used would be very beneficial to the development.
Mr. Scowden said there was a large wooded area and that some of that was going to be changing
for drainage. It was difficult and they could not get caught up in what the proposed site plan was
because that could completely change. But a lot of those elements could guide them to a point.
Mr. Isaacs asked to address the square footages of the homes proposed and the standards put in
the ordinance. He said they started drafting the ordinance and when working on the product they
carried over the square footages from the Town's standard districts. The town homes started at
1,400 and then went up. The single-families started at 1,750 and went up. The largest singlefamily houses were 2,050 square feet of finished space. There were no basements.
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Mr. Simpson asked the Applicant if there were any other locations that were similar to this design.
Mr. Isaacs said not Central Indiana; Brownsburg would be the first market for this product.
Mr. Miller commented that one positive they were seeing was that the proposed home prices had
not been seen with other recent additions. He just did not see it working in the current layout,
with the current ordinance, and with such small lots.
Mr. Pabst asked if the existing layout matched the 15% requirement in the UDO if they just counted
the subdivision ad not the parks. Mr. Isaacs said that whole design had been looked at as an
integrated park together. Any of the extra open space that would have been in the single-family
portion of the site was being was being pushed to the park side, so that the park ground had as
much area as possible. The target was about 16 acres of usable Park ground along Green Street
and it was 16 V2 acres now. So that measurement of 15% against a single-family piece did not
work as it was not planned that way, it was an integrated look. To try to pull pieces out and then
say that did not meet the ordinance or Comprehensive Plan was not a fair assessment because it
was not the way it was put together.
Mr. Worley confirmed they were tasked with sending a favorable or unfavorable recommendation
to the Town Council and Mr. Lacey added the other option was no recommendation.
Mr. Scowden stated if they did not send a favorable recommendation, the Commission needed to
let town Council know why we they sent it that way.

Motion: Matt Simpson made a motion to send FAVORABLE RECOMMENDATION of PCCZ-0121-1871 to Town Council, seconded by Shawn Pabst, motion FAILED 3 In Favor
(Pabst/Simpson/Worley) 3 Opposed (Miller/Lacey/Scowden)/O Abstained.
Without a majority vote the motion failed. Ms. Dickey was checking with legal counsel if that would
result in a "no recommendation." While they were waiting for confirmation they took a 10 minute
break. There was to be no discussion of either of the cases that were currently open.

10 MINUTE RECESS
Upon reconvening the meeting, Mr. Scowden confirmed that a tie vote in this case meant a "no
recommendation." In their note to Town Council the concerns included small lot sizes, site layout,
home sizes relative to the target sales price, and including the Park property spaces in the
Musselman open space calculations.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING CLOSED
4. PCCA-01-21-1873
W. Wynne Farms Commitment Amendment
A request to vacate certain development commitments included in Ordinance 2013-26 made as
part of AdviSOry Plan Commission case 2013-09P, as they relate to the use and development of
that parcel of real estate, located at Lot 4 of W. Wynne Farms, Sec. 4.
Parcels: 32-07-23-306-001.000-016

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING
Represented By: Jodi Dickey, Town of Brownsburg
Lauren Gillingham told the Commission that this case and PCMA-01-21-1874 went hand in hand
and were both in preparation for the eventual rezone to the Musselman PD. She explained the
subject parcel, which was owned by the Town, was located south of the B & 0 Trail and near the
intersection of S. Green Street and East 300. This was a request to amend the record of
commitments of Instrument No. 201329328 to remove commitment #7 of the W. Wynne Farms
PD developer commitments. Specifically the commitments stated that 27.5 acres located in parcel
M south of the B & 0 Trail shall remain as passive and/or active open/green space, and the
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developer shall have the option to deed it to an entity for public use (presumably the Town of
Brownsburg.) Ms. Gillingham explained that the subject property had already been deeded to the
Town and it was Staff's opinion that this met the commitment. Shifting the park west would have
the benefit of expanding the eXisting trailhead. Releasing commitment #7 would facilitate the
public/private partnership and development of a public park. Removing this commitment would
allow it to become something other than active greenspace.
Upon reviewing all of the materials provided by the applicant, Staff recommend the Plan
Commission approve the written commitment changes subject to and conditional on the following:
(1) That commitment #7 of Instrument Number 201329328 be vacated for all applicable
lots.
(2) That the remaining commitments of Instrument Number 201329328 remain in effect.
(3) That the Commitment Amendment be conditioned on the approval of the Musselman
PD on the subject parcel.
(4) The review and approval of the revised Written Commitments by the Director of
Development Services prior to recording.
(5) The approval of the Findings of Fact and Report of Determination by the Plan
Commission.
Richard Miller asked for an overview of the public/private partnership. Jodi Dickey stated it was a
public/private partnership where the Town currently owned the park property and was working
with the developer to do a land swap; the park would front Green Street and then the residential
portion of the PD would be flipped to the current park property. They were still keeping park
property but needed to remove it from that commitment because the commitment in the W.
Wynne Farms PD was specific to a particular area. She said it was the same thing for the PD
amendment, the same language was in the PD amendment so that needed to be changed.
Mr. Miller asked if the park would be developed at the time of overall development or was still on
the Town to do that on their own. Ms. Dickey said she would let the petitioner speak to that in
more depth but they were currently working with the Parks Director and Town Staff to do some
amenities as part of the product.
Mr. Simpson, Lacey, Worley and Scowden did not have any questions at that time.

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING OPENED
Cindy Hohman, 15 Tyler CourtMs. Hohman said the original intent was for this property was for a park. When Bersot was going
in they told there would be a park next door instead of another subdivision. She felt the property
was not on the Parks Department radar and they did not have any plans for it. She asked how
they could trade properties when one was supposed to be for a public use; she added that one
lot was bigger than the other as well.
Ben Hanzlik, 539 Heartland LaneMr. Hanzlik stated when they purchased their nearby property they were told that land was owned
by the Parks Department and would eventually be a park. One of the main reasons they purchased
the property was knowing that the parcel next to them would not be developed and that it would
be eventually be a park. They made an investment in their home based on something that was a
piece of public property. They would be directly affected because they made an investment in
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their homes based on the knowledge they had and it would be a great disappointment to have
something completely different.
David Weyant, 7721 Shagbark Ct.He wanted to reaffirm both prior speakers and their comments, if historically there was a
commitment made either by any Town body that history should be brought forward as a part of
the analysis. The previous gentleman stated the largest physical asset he owned, his home, was
partially based on the belief that there would be a park next to him. Changing that would indicate
a significant change in quality of life for him. It did look like it could be beneficial to other members
of the public but they could not ignore prior commitments made to other residents.
Collin Moneymaker, 542 Heartland LaneMr. Moneymaker also lived in a property directly adjacent to the project and echoed his neighbor.
He had been in his home for a little over four years and did his research with the Town before
purchasing the property and he was assured that it would be a park. There were no specific plans
in place but it would be a park. He spoke with a Parks Department representative a year after
that when they were looking at the horse trail that was supposed to be alongside the B & 0 Trail
and had the same conversation when he caught surveyors on the property over the summer. As
late as August or September he was assured that the surveyors were not surveying the property
next to him and were looking at the property adjacent to 267 and that was where homes would
be going in. As a homeowner, he would not have purchased that home if the plan was going to
be different. Now there would be a four-unit building directly next to his home which was even
less ideal than a single-family dwelling. He felt there was a lack of communication to homeowners
as far as what was happening there and felt the conversations in later summer were misleading.
Ricardo Seucharan, 543 Heartland Ln.Mr. Seucharan stated he used to work for the Parks Department under both directors Phil (Parnin)
and Travis (Tranbarger). He lived next to Collin and Ben and they had always been reassured
that the park was going in right next to them and there were no plans till 2021 or later. They
were kind of blindsided with a random letter in the mail from the law office about this proposal.
He felt they would be cramming people in a Broad Ripple style community and that was not what
Brownsburg was all about.
Mr. Scowden asked if Staff wished to address the land swap and Ms. Dickey replied that it was
late last year when general discussions were starting. Once plans started coming in there was a
discussion that the homes probably fit better next to homes and the park fit better up front.
Those conversations took place early this past summer. This was before her time and she does
not know that the open space was always promised to be right on the eastern border. Yes, it was
on the eastern border as part of the W. Wynne Farms PD. Part of that PD was approved because
there was public open space as a component. She said there was still public open spaces as
component. Some of that would park property would remain as public park space and some of it
was simply flipping to the area next to Green Street.
Mr. Worley confirmed they were considering PCCA-01-21-1873 only. Mr. Scowden said that Staff
had put in their recommendations at the PD Amendment was conditioned upon the approval of
the Musselman PD on the subject property. Prior to that approval, the subject property would be
continued to be regulated by the W. Wynne Farms PD. Ms. Dickey clarified that the commitment
was a commitment made to the Plan Commission during that rezone so the Plan Commission was
the body that would release it, and then just the PD amendment would go on to the Town Council.
Mr. Miller felt it would be beneficial to hear case PCCZ-01-21-1871 since these were conditional
upon that. Mr. Lacey said he was going to suggest to Staff that the Commission hear the full
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gamut because a lot of things played into this. He saw in his information what the target sales
price for those were and did not know if the public was aware. He would like for that to be made
in the public record. The Commission wanted to see the pros and cons of the entire project and
they were just isolating on the commitment amendment. Ms. Dickey agreed that there were a lot
of moving parts to this. She suggested they be teased apart because there were separate items
but they could go ahead and hear PCCZ-01-21-1871. Mr. Scowden said they would keep the
public hearing open and roll PCCZ-01-21-1871 into that.

At this time the Commission discussed PCCZ-Ol-21-1B71, those comments are under
that agenda item.
Upon returning to the PCCA-01-21-1873 case, Mr. Scowden asked if there were any further
questions related to the commitment amendment. He noted the advertised public hearing was
already open and asked if there was any discussion or motion.
Mr. Miller confirmed this motion was for approval or denial and it did not go to Town Council.
Mr. Scowden said the case was conditioned on the approval of the Musselman PD. It was
important to note that if the Musselman PD was not approved by the Town Council, the
Amendment went away.

Motion: Shawn Pabst made a motion to APPROVE PCCA-01-21-1873 subject to and conditioned
upon Staff Recommendations, seconded by Chris Worley, motion carried 6 In FavorjO OpposedjO
Abstained.
ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING CLOSED
5. PCMA-01-21-1874
W. Wynne Farms PD Amendment
A request for a conditional zoning map amendment, to amend the zoning on approximately 27.09
acres of real estate, located on Lot 4, West Wynne Farms, from W. Wynne Farms Planned
Development (PD) to Musselman Planned Development (PD), for future residential development.
Parcels: 32-07-23-306-001.000-016

ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING
Represented By: Jodi Dickey, Town of Brownsburg
Lauren Gillingham explained as previously mentioned, the Applicant was requesting a zoning map
amendment to strike the subject parcel from the W. Wynne Farms PD Ordinance. This request
was largely a technicality necessitated by the fact that the PD ordinance was legally bound to
that parcel number and legal description. By editing the PD, the parcel could be rezoned to
another zoning district, in this case, the Musselman PD district.
Staff believed that the requirement in the W. Wynne Farms PD that the parks be used as open
space was not the highest and best use of the land. Ms. Dickey reviewed that in her PD review.
Ms. Gillingham said the Comprehensive Plan called for single-family detached residential uses
buffered from busy roads and incompatible land uses. At present, the location of the park forced
residential uses towards N. Green Street which was a major arterial. Staff believed that the best
way to follow the land use and design goals of the Comprehensive Plan was by swapping the
location of the park so that may serve as a buffer between S. Green St and the residential uses.
Upon reviewing all of the materials provided by the applicant, Staff recommended the Plan
Commission approve the written commitment changes subject to and conditional on the following:
(1) That the PD Amendment be conditioned on the approval of the Musselman PD on the
subject parcel. Prior to that approval, the subject property will continue to be regulated
by the West Wynne Farms PD.
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(2) This PD Amendment is void if the subject parcel is not rezoned to another zoning
district by 2/22/2023, two years from the date of approval.
Commissioners Pabst, Worley, Lacey and Simpson had no questions at that time.
Richard Miller asked about the Staff recommendations and Ms. Gillingham explained that if the
Musselman PD was not approved then it would remain the W. Wynne Farms PD.
ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING OPENED

Cindy Hohman, 15 Tyler CourtMs. Homan said it seemed like they were putting the cart before the horse since they had not
approved the Musselman PD.
David Weyant, 721 Shagbark CourtMr. Weyant said even though there were three separate issues they were all to be considered
together with three different votes although they were all considered as a package. The
Commission as a body was divided 3-3 on this matter and yet they tried to move forward on the
other items. He understood the process and procedure by wondered why they were trying to
advance something when it had no recommendation.
Ms. Gillingham responded that the three pieces did not operate in a vacuum. If the Town Council
approved the rezone without the Plan Commission acting on the other cases, the Applicant would
then need to come back to the Plan Commission again. If Town Council did not approve the
Musselman rezone, then nothing changed and the property remained governed by the W. Wynne
Farms PD. The Commission could decide the cases now or at a later time.
Motion: Shawn Pabst made a motion to send a FAVORABLE RECOMMENDATION of PCCA01-21-1873 to Town Council, subject to and conditioned upon Staff Recommendations, seconded
by Matt Simpson, motion carried 6 In Favor/O Opposed/O Abstained.
ADVERTISED PUBLIC HEARING CLOSED
I. COMMUNICATIONS AND COMMITTEE REPORTS

1. None
l. MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS

1. Request for Suspension of the Rules
Ms. Dickey informed the Commission that there was a request to suspend a Rule of Procedure
but first they needed to vote to amend the agenda to allow this addition.
Motion: Brett Scowden made a motion to AMEND the Agenda, seconded by Richard Miller, motion
carried 6 In Favor/O Opposed/O Abstained.

Ms. Dickey said that Article 10(5) of the Rules of Procedure specified the process for considering
rezone proposals. Fairview West was forwarded by the Commission to the Town Council who then
subsequently denied that petition. There was normally a six month waiting period before they
could come before the Commission again. The petitioner had redone the Fairview West PD
proposal and wanted it to be considered at the March meeting, instead of waiting until June.
Chip Krusemark from Olthof Homes appeared and said he wished they had the feedback from
Town Council before they were turned down. He said they had a very positive relationship with
Staff since last July, came through Plan Commission and received 4 favorable votes and of the
two votes that were against he felt they had addressed the concerns those individuals had. Mr.
Krusemark wanted to come back with a new plan he felt met everyone's needs.
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Motion: Ben Lacey made a motion to SUSPEND Art. 10(5) of the Rules of Procedure, seconded
by Richard Miller, motion carried 6 In Favor/O Opposed/O Abstained.
2. Town Council Update
Jodi Dickey told the Commission that the Town Council approved the Home 2 Suites rezone request
on the 3rd reading; they also affirmed the Plan Commission's favorable recommendation for the
Greystone PD.
3. APC/BZA Joint Training Date
Jodi Dickey informed the Commission that the March BZA meeting was being canceled as there
was no new business and that date would be used for APC and BZA annual training at 7 P.M.

K. ADMINISTRATIVE FILINGS
1. ASDP-02-21-1876

TJX Homegoods Guard Shack ILP

2. ASDP-02-21-1878

Dairy Oueen DPR Amendment

L. CASES FILED FOR FUTURE MEETINGS
1. PSDP-02-21-1875

Dixon Properties DPR

2. PCPP-02-21-1877

Bailey Park II Primary Plat

3. PSDP-02-21-1879

West Middle School Addition & Renovations DPR

4. PCCZ-02-21-1880

Fairview West Conditional Rezone To PD

5. PSDP-02-21-1881

ALDI DPR

M. ADJOURNMENT
Motion: Ben Lacey made a motion to ADJOURN, seconded by Brett Scowden, motion carried 6 In
Favor/O Opposed/O Abstained. 9:00 p.m.

ATTEST:~~=-~~~~~____________
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